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A central problem in neuroscience is to bridge local syn-
aptic plasticity and the global behavior of a system. It has
been shown that Hebbian learning of connections in a
feedforward network performs PCA on its inputs [1]. In
recurrent Hopfield network with binary units, the Heb-
bian-learnt patterns form the attractors of the network [2].
Starting from a random recurrent network, Hebbian learn-
ing reduces system complexity from chaotic to fixed point
[3].
In this paper, we investigate the effect of Hebbian plastic-
ity on the attractors of a continuous dynamical system. In
a Hopfield network with binary units, it can be shown
that Hebbian learning of an attractor stabilizes it with
deepened energy landscape and larger basin of attraction.
We are interested in how these properties carry over to
continuous dynamical systems.
Consider system of the form
where xi is a real variable, and fi a nondecreasing nonlinear
function with range [-1,1]. T is the synaptic matrix, which
is assumed to have been learned from orthogonal binary
({1,-1}) patterns ξμ, by the Hebbian rule: .
Similar to the continuous Hopfield network [4], ξμ are no
longer attractors, unless the gains gi are big. Assume that
the system settles down to an attractor X*, and undergoes
Hebbian plasticity: T' = T + εX*X*T, where ε > 0 is the
learning rate. We study how the attractor dynamics
change following this plasticity.
We show that, in system (1) under certain general condi-
tions, Hebbian plasticity makes the attractor move
towards its corner of the hypercube. Linear stability anal-
ysis around the attractor shows that the maximum eigen-
value becomes more negative with learning, indicating a
deeper landscape. This in a way improves the system's
ability to retrieve the corresponding stored binary pattern,
although the attractor itself is no longer stabilized the way
it does in binary Hopfield networks.
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